
(Or 17 Things You Can Do With a Flip Chart That You Can’t Do With a Carp)

By “Guitar” Johnny Facilitator

Somewhere out there, there’s a folding easel with your name on it

DEAD MEN DONT USE FLIP CHARTS

As far as trainers go, you can forget about
left-brain/right-brain dominance and
task—people orientation and cognitive
styles and behavioral styles and silverware
patterns and all the rest of it. There are
only two kinds of trainers in this world:
those who have accepted the flip chart
into their lives, and those who haven’t.

It’s every bit as simple as that.
I use flip charts. I say that loud and I

say it proud. I say it defiantly in the face
of this modern onslaught of elec-tronic
educational equipment: every-where
you go, computers, videodisc players,
audiocassettes, overhead projectors, film
projectors, 35mm slide projectors….all
burning up precious fossil fuels. In a
supposedly enlight-ened age, you’d
think even the most obtuse instructor
would be aware that if every overhead
projector in use at this moment were
turned off—we’re talking overhead
projectors alone, here—enough electricity
would be saved to power all of the
municipal buildings in Sand Springs,
OK, including the fire station, for an
entire month.

All this waste, and all so pointless when
the humble flip chart stands ready in
its elegant simplicity to meet and exceed
the demands of absolutely any
instructional situation. It’s high time
somebody spoke out, and it’s obvious the
so-called editors at Training Magazine aren’t
going to. So apparently that somebody will
have to be me.

I’m going to give you specific examples
of the flip chart’s superiority over so-
called “high-tech” educational hardware,
and follow with some tips on using the
device and its accessories to maximum
advantage. Knowing TRAINING’S historic
fondness for publishing articles with
numbered points (“12 Techniques for
Training Psychotic Supervisors,” “237
Ways to Enter a Classroom Without

Tripping Over an Extension Cord and
Slamming Head-long Into a Wall”), I
have numbered mine. It came out to 17.

1. Versatility. Flip charts are versatile.
Marvelously versatile. A lot more versatile
than anything with a cord attached to it
could ever hope to be. How many places
do you suppose there are in this world
for people to assemble? Now, how many
of those places do you suppose have an
electrical outlet within 50 feet?

According to a 1982 United Nations
study, the answer is a lousy 3.6%—and that’s
counting only indoor gathering places.
This means that if you show up for a
training gig with your fancy-dan slide
projector and a normal extension cord,
there’s a 96.3% chance you’ll wind up
standing there with the plug in your
hand, looking like a jackass. Oh, sure,
we’ve all heard the rumors about new gas-

operated projectors in the research stage,
but that’s exactly what they are—rumors.
With a flip chart, all you need is a few
square feet of level ground.

Don’t take my word for it. Go ahead,
try to tote along an overhead projector to
a workshop in the Amazon jungle. Even
if you remember to bring an extension
cord 623 miles long, you’re sure to forget
the adapter.

The flip chart functions anywhere. You
can set one up in the Alaskan Tundra,
the Australian Outback, the Siberian
Steppe. Run out of paper? The local
stuff may be a bit rough, but your flip
chart doesn’t care. If worst comes to
worst, you can even strip the bark off a
tree, turn the gnarly side to the easel, and
keep writing.

Nothing allows you to show off your
resourcefulness like a flip chart. Assuming
you have five nails and something heavy
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to pound them in with, you can even
build your own easel out of a few sticks.
Ever hear of anyone banging together his
own carousel projector at the last minute?
Don’t make me laugh.

2. Wholesomeness. Film and slides and
overhead transparencies and computer
screens are not in keeping with the
fundamental values of human resources
development. They are plastic and
antiseptic. They have no heart, no soul,
no feeling, no guts. There is something
bloodless and common and “franchisey”
about them—like Chicken McNuggets.

This is why it’s a mistake to become too slick
with your flip-chart technique. Everything
they told you in Education 405 about using
a flip chart was swill. The flip chart is natural
and wholesome, like mom’s apple pie and
Sandra Dee. Discerning trainees prefer  the
homemade, slapdash ambience of a more
casual presentation. Allow your lettering to
become too precise, your spelling to drift
too far toward accuracy, and you might as
well be doing a multimedia show. Want them
to snigger and refer to you as a
“McTrainer?” Of course you don’t. So
relax. Screw something up.

3. User Friendliness. Have you ever heard
of a flip chart burning up the visual it is
displaying? Ever read a tag on a flip chart
announcing that the manufacturer disclaims
liability if you use it at temperatures below
zero or above 100? Ever been in a room
over-heated by a flip chart? No, you haven’t.
And you won’t, either.

Make a mistake on a flip chart and you can
just white it out with a little bottle of that
stuff secretaries used to use before they
made it plastic and put it on tiny spools and
attached the spools to the typewriter so you
have to keep buying the plastic spools all the
time instead of just buying one little bottle
of white stuff that lasts you about seven
years.  Make a bigger mistake on a flip chart,
you can just grab a piece of paper and tape
it over the mistake. Make a really big
mistake, you just rip off the page and start
over.

4. Portability. You can take flip-chart pages

anywhere. Roll them up, tuck them under
your arm and swagger through an airport.
People will think you’re an architect, one
of the few remaining professions that gets
any respect at all.  Travel internationally
with an over-head or slide projector, here’s
what you’ll need:

• Twelve screen--Moslem, Hindu,
Christian, Kosher, etc.  Are you prepared
to spark an international incident because
you failed to bring the correct screen?

• One 50-foot extension cord.  Some
 countries have electricity.
• One 623-mile extension cord.
 Some don’t.
•Thirty-eight different plugs, adap-ters

   and AC/DC converters.
•One gas-powered electrical generator.
• Three assistants to carry all this
 garbage.
• Two armed guards to protect it.
• One American Express Card. Don’t
 leave home without it.

Travel internationally with a flip
chart, here’s what you’ll need: t

• One flip chart.
• One marking pen.

Those four factors go a long way toward
accounting for the flip chart’s solid
position as the instructional aid of
choice among trainers who know their
business. The flip chart is the one
genuine panacea in the human
resources development field. Simply
standing next to one will improve your
presentation enormously, even if you
never lay a pen on it. Nevertheless,
there are some tips and techniques that
will allow you to get the most out of this
magnificent device. Let’s just continue
numbering in order, shall we?

5. Don’t write, print. Print big. And
use short words. Draw pictures, too, but
keep them simple, natural and
wholesome. Remember what you
learned in kindergarten.

6. Pay attention to the way big-name
consultants use their flip charts in
meetings and conventions you at-tend.
Never do it like that.

7. Use different colors when writing on
the flip chart. Two is good. Three is
better. More than three is considered
effete, particularly if you stray into
colors like puce and mauve. Stick to
robust, he-man colors, even if you’re a
woman. No, especially if you’re a
woman. Blue, green, brown, black,
that’s the ticket. Red can be effective,
but pick your spots. Never, ever use
yellow, pink, orange or white.

8. Steer clear of flip-chart paper that
comes with lines on it. You can get by
with this sort of thing if you’re dealing
with amateurs, but professionals see
lined paper in a category with training
wheels and oversized tennis rackets.

9. Save your chart pages. Everybody
knows this is your standard presentation
and nobody really believes you’re
customizing it just for them, so why waste
paper? When the charts begin to get
raggedy and the edges fray, trim them
with scissors. I’ve had several pages since
1971 and they’re as meaningful today as
they ever were.

10. When traveling with chart pages,
never check them as luggage. Regard-less
of where you are going, your charts will
go to Akron, OH.

11. Don’t think of your easel as a
limitation. You’re not some pathetic oaf
with a slide projector, fenced in by the
artificial boundaries of a screen; you’ve
got a flip chart. And contrary to popular
belief, you do not have to “flip” flip
charts. Tear pages off the pad and tape
them to the walls—as many as the walls
will hold. Fight distractions by hanging
paper over workshop windows that
overlook the hotel swimming pool. Use
pages to cover those unfortunate black
velvet matador paintings. You can
literally redecorate the room with
valuable information.

12. 12. 12. 12. 12. If you run out of tape and must post
a page on a wall immediately, moisten
(spit on) the wall (twice), and press the
page against it. The chart will stay up long



enough for you to make your point. If it
falls off the wall before you finish, your
chart is telling you that you talk too much.

13. No electricity at the training site? And
it’s dark? Set fire to your used pages and
lecture by the glow. This technique is
guaranteed to be a hit with your more primitive
participants. (Caution: If your party has been
snowed in for several days or if you are in a
third-world territory where your trainees were
recently cannibals, do not try this. Wait for
daylight. And sleep with your pointer by your
side.)

14. Flavor-scented marking pens will allow you
to prepare charts in the dark, since you don’t
have to be able to see to know what color you’re
using. Beware, however, because these pens can
be addictive. A trainer in San Francisco
swears that he ages his purple pens for five
years, by which time they develop a bouquet
and kick that compare favorably with a good
California Cabernet.

15. A poor man’s alternative to the flavored pen
is the water-based pen. Water-based pens are
very forgiving and will not permanently
disfigure your clothes, your walls or even your
paper. If you are extremely careful, you can

wash your flip-chart pages and use them over
again.

16. Whatever kind of pen you choose, always
carry one with you wherever you go. As a matter
of fact, never leave home without your flip
chart and its paraphernalia.

 Because of the remarkable versatility of this
device, you never know when you’ll have the
opportunity to display your finesse—and
maybe pick up a few bucks. Some examples:

• Scene: You start a lunch-hour consulting
service in the lobby of your building. Begin with
one chart. Expand to two. Show those
Scientologists and end-of-the-world types
what it looks like when it’s done right.

• Scene: You’re relaxing in the first-class
compartment of the airplane when an
argument concerning performance
evaluation techniques breaks out between two
corporate bigwigs riding in front of you. Quick
as a flash, you leap into the aisle, position your
flip chart and settle the dispute. Impressed,
they both hire you on the spot for long-term
consulting gigs at two grand a day, plus
expenses. You enjoy the chagrin of your
competitor in the window seat with his

overhead projector sitting useless on his lap.

• Scene: You’re riding the bus to work. On
a whim, you whip out your flip chart and do a
quick seminar on “commuter non-verbals.”
You pass the hat and collect about $20. But
your presentation clicks, somehow, with the
heartbreakingly beautiful woman riding alone
in the back, and cures her lifelong stuttering
problem. She falls in love with you. And she
was just riding this bus for a lark. She happens
to be worth about $20 million.

17. Finally, you say you’re working  with a large
group and your charts are too small to be seen
by those in the back? The problem is not your
flip chart; your group is too big. No trainer can
relate meaningfully to an audience containing
more individuals than can see one flip chart.
If God had meant for training to be conducted
in groups that size, She would have made flip
chart paper bigger.

“Guitar” Johnny Facilitator is the tasteless pseudonym
chosen by a surprisingly successful West Coast
training consultant who threatened to “get” us
unless we published this article, then had second
thoughts about admitting to being its author.


